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The Paris Agreement framework
Improving the investment context through clarity, accountability, financiability
• Ambition - Long term goal of keeping raising temperature “well below
2°C” with efforts to stay within 1.5°C:
 Emission peak “as soon as possible”
 Carbon neutrality in the second half of the century
 More than 95% of global emissions covered

• Transparent Governance - A transparent framework foreseeing:
 Clear and transparent NDCs to be periodically upgraded
 “Highest possible ambition” through NDC (Nationally
Determined Contributions)
 5 years pledge review system

• Climate Finance
 Public Finance – confirmation of the commitment to mobilize
100 Bn USD/yr to climate finance (current pledges are insufficient)
 Carbon Markets- Reference to carbon trading through “mitigation
outcomes” and new project-based crediting mechanism
Source: Climate Action Tracker 2016
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The policy context is evolving ever more rapidly
Ambition has increased significantly since 2000s and will increase more rapidly by 2025
Target
Setting

GtCO2

The UN Framework Convention
on Climate Change
1995-1997

The Kyoto Protocol targets

20 yrs
-35%
-50%

2013-2015

-60%
-90%
The Paris
Ambition Gap

10 yrs
2023-2025??

Source: Scenarios from Climate Action Tracker

Pledges presented within
COP21 in Paris
Updated pledges foreseen by
the Paris Agreement
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The challenge of filling the Paris Ambition Gap
A transition “unprecedented in terms of scale, but not necessarily in terms of speed” *

Global emission abatement in the 66% 2°C Scenario**

A drastically different
landscape in 2050
Efficiency

Low-carbon electricity representing
95% of the energy mix

Renewables
CCS

Nearly 70% of new cars will be
electric

Fuel Switching
Nuclear
Other

* Source: IPCC Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C
** Source: IEA-Irena, Perspective for the energy transition, 2017

The entire existing building stock
retrofitted
CO2 intensity of the industrial
sector 80% lower than today
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Diversified energy transition policy drivers
Together with climate change, other important policies are accelerating the transition

Europe

South
America

North
America

Asia/
Oceania

Environment
Air quality and
environmental sustainability

Geo-Politics
Security of primary
energy supply

Industrial
Development
Economic competitiveness
vs green growth
Low
Note: Qualitative evaluation; within regions there are strong national differences

Neutral

High
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A shared long term vision for a low carbon economy
The transition pathway need an enhanced framework

Markets

Finance

Governments

•

Governments: Need to provide transparent and stable
regulatory frameworks

•

Markets: Provide clear signals to operators incorporating
a full range of risks (e.g. technological)

•

Finance: Increase financial resources while providing a
full range of financial products to low carbon investments

•

Science: Fully reflect the urgency for climate action and
accelerate the much needed technological development

Energy Transition

Science
Accelerated dynamics increase the need of a long
term and cross-sector vision in the definition of
appropriate policies, efficient market design and
stable investment framework
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Energy Transition Roadmaps
Translate COP21 global commitments at country and regional levels

Accelerating the energy transition at National Level: roadmaps to support Governments in
implementing the energy transition fully exploiting the three key levers of emission free electricity,
digitalized grids, electrification

Supporting transparent and stable policy and regulatory frameworks: supporting
Governments and UN Institutions in implementing the Paris Agreement with clear and effective
Climate and Energy Plans reflected in transparent NDCs*
Promoting effective climate finance programs and market mechanisms: cooperation with
National Governments, UNFCCC institutions and other Stakeholders (e.g. Development Banks,
NGOs, Financial Community) to design effective up-scaled and streamlined financing tools and
market mechanisms to support the energy transition
* NDC - Nationally Determined Contribution: national targets and related climate-energy policies foreseen by the Paris Climate Agreement
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Accelerating the Energy Transition Roadmaps
Exploring medium and long term policy scenarios across different geographies
Roadmap completed in 2017
with further deep-dives
underway

Roadmap completed in 2017 and
currently being updated

Completed/ Ongoing
Subnational roadmap
under consideration

Roadmap completed in 2017 with
further deep-dives underway

Planned

Roadmap ongoing

Roadmap completed in 2017 and
currently being updated
Roadmap being
launched

Roadmap under
consideration

Roadmap being
launched

Roadmap ongoing

Roadmap ongoing

South America Regional
Roadmap to be launched

Roadmap under
consideration
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Project structure: pragmatic and effective
The transition scenario needs to be defined considering long term decarbonization goals

What kind of model in 2050 consistent with the long-term target of reducing GHG
emissions considering available technologies and climate targets?

1

2050
2

3

4

Which policy recommendations
for an efficient transition?

2030

What can be done in the medium term?

Stakeholder engagement
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The transition requires the application of 3 levers
A single vision to be adapted case by case to national contexts
1

2
Infrastructure Development &
Digitalization

Global Electricity Generation1
TWh/yr

2016

Global Final Energy Consumption1
%

2030

RES

Electricity

Oil& Gas

Gas

Nuclear

Oil

Coal

Others

2016

2040

Increase of Renewables requires a
market design « fit for RES »
1 Source:

Switch to Energy Vectors with
lower emissions
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Emission Free Power generation

Grid development and digitalization
is the cornerstone for the structural
changes required

IEA, World Energy Outlook 2018 – Sustainable Development Scenario

2030

2040

Electricity is key to an efficient
transition towards zero emissions
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Developing long term scenarios by 2050
2050 and 2030 GHG reduction and energy outlook modelling
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Chile’s Nationally Determined Contribution
Energy transition requires ambitious decarbonisation targets
Selected Supporting Targets

Note: GDP to 2030 according to the GHG mitigation plan: 123,166,132 MM $ CLP

•

At least 70% of RES electricity by 2050
and 60% by 2035; 20% of the energy
under supply contracts generated from
non-conventional RES by 2025

•

20% energy saving below BAU by 2025

•

2050 EV share of 40% for private vehicles
circulating on the roads and of 100% for
public transport

•

Grid resilience target by 2050 - not
exceeding 1 hour/year outages in any
location in Chile (and 4h/year by 2035)

•

100% coverage of smart meters by 2025.
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Defining a set of policy recommendations
Focusing on the main levers required for a successful energy transition
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Lessons Learnt from Energy Transition Roadmaps
Challenges exist along the full value chain

A•

Renewables falling costs

B•

Managing accelerated
asset phase out

C•

Electrification of final
energy consumption

•
D

Digitalization of the
infrastructure

E•

Jobs conversion and
re-skilling

A

B

E

C

D
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Just Transition to a Low Carbon Economy
It’s about decarbonizing, digitalizing, circularizing and managing the social dimension



System wide challenges
and security



Job conversion and site
repurposing



Optimal exploitation of
natural resources (fossil vs.
RES)




Power Plant >> Commercial Center
“The Polish presidency plans to focus its message on three
key themes:

Enabling framework and
compensation
Green and circular
value chains

• Technology - development of climate-friendly modern
solutions, such as electro mobility

COP24
Poland
2018

• Man - solidary and just transition of industrial regions
• Nature – supporting achieving climate neutrality by absorbing
CO2 by forests and land, or by water management”
Source: http://cop24.gov.pl
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Enel Group’s growing experience in the transition
Case Study: Future-E Project in Italy
Repurposing more than
20 sites

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
•
•
•
•

Creating shared value for our business and for
local communities
Redeployment of ENEL employees within other
company divisions
Local capacity building through ad hoc training
programs
Promoting local employment as well as new
development opportunities for local communities

ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY
•
•
•

Creation of economic development through site
reconversion, promoting the potentiality of local
lands and communities
Business development opportunities
Promotion of local natural, cultural and artistic
excellences and assets

ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY
•
•
•

Protecting the environment and local lands and
communities
Reusing materials and revitalizing site features
Reducing CO2 emissions

INNOVATION
•
•
•

Development of start-ups and new businesses
Enhancing creative thinking and solutions
Leveraging on new partners in ICT, new
technologies
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Job conversion and reskilling
A global challenge which calls for learning lessons across geographies and sectors
Future Scenario: Challenges & Opportunities

Green Jobs Map

• 50% of current work activities can technically be
automated by adapting currently demonstrated technologies
• Between 400 million and 800 million individuals could
lose their jobs because of automation and will need to find
a new employment by 2030 around the world

• Between 75 million and 375 million individuals could
need to change occupational category.

Future Workforce: Need for Retraining
• On the employer’s side: New jobs will be available but businesses will need to
put talent and future <workforce development at the core of their growth strategy
• On the government/education institutions’ side: Governments will need to reconsider current education models
• New Skills development: New roles connected to the digital evolution of
processes. Evolution of the “blue collar” figure and role towards “digital worker”
due to new activities more “data driven” with extensive use of digital devices
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Repurposing of industrial sites
The need for clear signals and shared implementing pathways
Global Distribution of Coal Power Plants

Key Topics
• The renovation of the power fleet does not come
without any changes and calls for careful management
of the social transition
• A proper decommissioning process for the phase-out
of old generating units can bring to light a residual value
and win-win solutions for new uses, that otherwise would
be lost forever

A sustainable energy transition calls for
Closing

Operating

New

Global Power Capacity
(TW)

6.7
2.0
(30%)
4.7
(70%)
2016

Under construction
14.7
1.1
(8%)

10.9
1.6
(15%)

9.2
(85%)

Planned

• ~900 GW phase out by
2040 or ~3000 coal
units to be closed*

-0.9
13.5
(92%)

Coal
Other
2030

• ~36 GW/year or ~120
coal power plant units
per year*

•

Stability and predictability of the policy framework
for power plants shutdown and conversion of sites to
new uses

•

Certainty of timing for authorizations. Coordination
among Authorities is needed to speed-up and simplify
administrative processes for decommissioning

•

Adequate incentives for brownfields re-use

2040

Source: Map from Carbon Brief 2017, Graph from IEA – World Energy Outlook 2018, Sustainable Development Scenario. * considering an average coal power plant unit ~0.3 GW
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Europe’s Experience on Just Transition
Leaping from from coal to renewable energy

Source: European Commission 2017
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Conclusions



The Paris Agreement will require rapid and drastic decarbonisation to fill the ambition
gap with change being accelerated by multiple policy drivers



An effective and efficient transition requires Roadmaps that our clear and shared with
all stakeholders (e.g. national and local governments, NGOs, private operators)



Lessons are being learned along the full power sector value chain and require a
system’s view that bridges across policy areas and industrial sectors



Picking up the required speed of change requires successful management of the just
transition in its technical, social, administrative and financial dimension
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